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S E V I L T.
AKDORA
DESIGNER + ARCHITECT

WORK EXPERIENCES

ACHIEVEMENTS

WE-DESIGNS, CA

Design and Research Assistant

Honorable Mention Award

Spaced Out Competition

2021 - Current

Drawing and research of infographics, illustrations, AR content and touch-up of line drawings for

2020

Participated in the Spaced Out competition, an workspace design competition rethinking coex-

digitalSTRUCTURES book, design templates for chapters and outline based on the structure of

istence post-covid.

the book and work on the overall design of the book.

https://exhibitions.uscarch.com/koza/

USC, CA

Teacher’s Assistant

IKSV Fellowship

Istanbul Foundation for Culture and Arts (IKSV) Fellowship

2020 - 2021

Worked as a teacher’s assistent for both an architectural studio and a structural engineering

2018

The fellowship was a competitive grant awarded to a select group of graduate and undergradu-

course. Responsibilities included assisting students throughout the course, preparing course

ate architecture students, chosen among an international pool of applicants. The grant consisted

material and helping course organization.

of attendance costs to the 16thVeniceArchitecture Biennale and transportation and living expenses in Venice, worth €2,000.

Gary Paige Studio, CA

Intern Architect

2020 - 2020

Worked as an intern architect with Gary Paige, the principal of GPS, Los Angeles. Worked on multiple architectural projects as well as producing drawings for Gary Paige’s research book..

E D U C AT I O N

CONFERENCES

University Of Southern
California, CA

Master of Architecture

16th Venice Biennale

16th Venice Architecture Biennale, Turkish Pavilion

Magna Cum Laude

2018

Attended a number of round table discussions with prominents academics and architects.

2019 - 2022

Tau Sigma Delta (TSD)

Participated in workshops and contrubitued to the works of the Turkish pavilion “Vardiya (The
Shift)”.

Rice University, TX

BA in Architectural Studies
BA in Visual and Dramatic Arts

2015 - 2019

Double majored in architectural studies as well as visual and dramatic arts with a concentration
in studio arts.

EXPERTISE

Rhino 3D

LANGUAGES

Autodesk Revit

V-Ray

Grasshopper

Dynamo

Cinema 4D

Lumion

Enscape

TouchDesigner

SketchUp

Adobe InDesign

Adobe Illustrator

Photoshop

Premiere Pro

Adobe Spark

English

Turkish

French

Fluent

Fluent

Intermediate

TA B L E O F C O N T E N T S

KOZA

Reimagining Our Shared Work Spaces Post COVID-19

2020

In our return to campus, we seek an atmosphere of peace: protection during these changing
times and connection to our classmates and professors. As we discover the importance of fresh
air to our mental and physical wellbeing, the learning environment is taken outside into the open
space surrounding the School of Architecture.

BLOOMEDHIVE

Revisioning the Community Resource Centers of Los Angeles

2021

Bloomedhive is a mixed use building system that aims for community integration through both
form and program layouts. The building is designed to be a collection of hybrid community programs to primarily serve as a health clinic and a medical training hub. The building organization
is influenced by the distribution of community resources found in piecemeal fashion throughout
Los Angeles.

THE SHIFT

USC International House

2020

The Shift is a design proposal for an international house at the University of Southern California.
The project considers the physical and emotional needs of an international student and through
spatial qualities aims to provide an ideal living environment for its user group.

ECOLOGY CENTER

Reconnecting with Nature

2017

This ecology center located in Houston, Texas explores a synergy between indoor and outdoor
conditions and offers a spatial integration of private and public programs through nature-inspired
organizational layout.

EDUCATION CENTER

Organization to Free-Flow

2017

The San Antonio Education Center forms a bridge over the thershold between the sub-divisional
nature of the city and the organic nature of the adjacent river.

METAMORPHOSIS

Merging Realities: Blending the Physical and Virtual through Spatial Design

2021

Morphosis looks at future potential space design that further blends the virtual and the physical.
In response to the developing meta-realities and increasing user engagement this project aims
to offer a spatial design that adapts our physical environment to our virtual.

MIXER

Memories x Machine Learning

2021

Mixer is a TouchDesigner based project that aims to convert recorded memories into personalized immersive instillations where any photo or video recorded on your mobile device can be
used as the data source for the project. The data source (any file from your camera roll) is manipulated through a script to be turned into an ai based digital animation.

*Spaced Out Competition 2020 Honorable Mention Award

2020

KOZA
R E I M A G I N I N G O U R S H A R E D W O R K S PA C E S P O S T
COVID-19
In our return to campus, we seek an atmosphere of peace and protection during these changing times and connection to our classmates and
professors. As we discover the importance of fresh air to our mental and
physical wellbeing, the learning environment is taken outside into the open
space surrounding the School of Architecture at the University of Southern
California.
Koza is a proposal for the Spaced Out Competition organized by USC Architecture in 2022. The project aims to reimagine our shared work spaces
into safer environments considering the effects of Covid-19.
https://vimeo.com/700261977

koza.

A layer of plexiglass allows the student to feel
protected while providing visual access to
classmates and professors.

cocoon (n.)
a safe, quiet place.

In our return to campus, we seek an atmosphere of peace: protection
during these changing times and connection to our classmates and professors. As we discover the importance of fresh air to our mental and
physical wellbeing, the learning environment is taken outside into the
open space surrounding the School of Architecture.
Step into your Koza. The slatted outer layer rotates to reveal the single-student studio within, while net and plexiglass layers provides protection adjustable to a student’s needs. The curving form of the interior
offers a gentle contrast to the rigidity of daily life. Reach solace as the
Koza lifts up to meet the others, distanced apart but coming together as
a family of units. Once lifted, the student decides which layers to use,
depending on what feels necessary that day.

A shell of wood slats revolves about a central axis,
enclosing the interior layers of the Koza. As the shell
opens entirely, the Koza sets into a channel in the
ground, allowing the floor of the interior to meet the
ground plane. The student may close the shell for
shade as well as privacy.

The form of the interior and
movable chair follows the spiral
movement of the outer layers.
Poche space within the form becomes storage for studio items.

A layer of net material allows the student to
maintain both visual and audible access to
classmates and professors..

architecture
magazines

books

coffee

SECTION OBLIQUE
SCALE 1/2” = 1’ - 00”

pen holder

markers
tablet

PLAN

SCALE 1/2” = 1’ - 00”

STUDIO SPACE ESSENTIALS
plots

SCALE 1/1” = 1’ - 00”

2021

BLOOMEDHIVE
REVISIONING THE COMMUNITY RESOURCE CENTER
OF LOS ANGELES
Bloomedhive is a mixed use building system that aims for community integration through both form and program layouts. The building is designed
to be a collection of hybrid community programs to primarily serve as a
health clinic and a medical training hub. The building organization is influenced by the distribution of community resources found in piecemeal fashion throughout Los Angeles.
The organizational layout is inspired by an analysis of the medicinal echinacea flower and its blooming center. Bloomedhive is designed as a space
for optimum human health and wellness through a spatially sprwaling plan
centered around planting and circulation.

2020

THE SHIFT
U S C I N T E R N AT I O N A L H O U S E

The Shift is a design proposal for an international house at the University
of Southern California. The project considers the physical and emotional
needs of an international student and through spatial qualities aims to provide an ideal living environment for its user group.

Issues of privacy as well as access to greenery (in a rather lacking environment) have been the driving points for the design. The Shift responds to the
challenge of maximizing social spaces while retaining enough privacy and a
suitable environment for work/study purposes.

2017

TEXAS ECOLOGY CENTER
R E C O N N E C T I N G W I T H N AT U R E

The Ecology Center design located in Houston, Texas explores the a synergy between outdoor-indoor conditions. The design was inspired by the
spiral textures and patterns that organically exist in nature. This notion of
a spiral growth formed the basis of the programmatic organization of the
design. The sprawling layout transformed into a coiled formation of growth
and expansion and was further used to reduce a physical separation between the public and private programs. An abudance of natural light into
the gallery and research facilities was prioritized. Additionally, the large window facades was used as a tool for further creating an indoor-outdoor
experience.

2017

S A N A N T O N I O E D U C AT I O N C E N T E R
O R G A N I Z AT I O N T O F R E E - F L O W

The San Antonio Education Center forms a bridge over the threshold between the sub-divisional nature of the city and the adjacent river. As the
building approaches the river side, the rooms expand in size, passage-ways
become broader and the orthogonal partitioning of the building breaks in an
attempt to reflect the river’s formal qualities. Circulation becomes less-restricted as the corridors grow into hang-out areas and the specifically purposed rooms transition into free-use public spaces. The natural sunlight
entry is prioritized through the river side to provide the occupants with a
natural instinct to move towards the river while inside the building.

2021

M E TA M O R P H O S I S
MERGING REALITIES: BLENDING THE PHYSICAL AND
V I R T U A L T H R O U G H S PAT I A L D E S I G N
Our lives continue to be increasingly entangled by technology. We have today approached a moment where we spend more time looking at screens
than at the world beyond them. This poses an existential issue: Where do
we actually exist?While so far we have designed our technologies to fit into
our spaces, why not look at designing our spaces to better adapt to this
inescapable ‘reality’?Morphosis looks at future potential space design that
further blends the virtual and the physical. In response to the developing
meta-realities and increasing user engagement this project aims to offer a
spatial design that adapts our physical environment to our virtual. This concept project assumes a constantly morphing living space that eliminates all
corner and edge conditions for an ideal augmented reality experience.

*Showcased in The Blueprint 2022 Exhibition

2021

MIXER
MEMORIES x MACHINE LEARNING

While technology has physically distanced us apart, it still serves as the
leading tool for our reconnection in the current state of our world.
Mixer is a TouchDesigner based project that aims to convert recorded
memories into personalized immersive instillations where any photo or video recorded on your mobile device can be used as the data source for
the project. The data source (any file from your camera roll) is manipulated
through a script to be turned into an ai based digital animation.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CYbDHA_rkUJ/
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